Influences of mandatory breathing on rhythmical components of electrodermal activity.
We investigated whether rhythmical components of electrodermal activity (EDA) can be influenced by voluntary modification of the respiratory frequency. Fifty-five volunteers participated in an experiment with nine mandatory sections of cycle times between 3.1 s and 12.2 s. The cycle time of the rhythmical EDA components often differed considerably from respiratory cycle time. ANOVA yielded that both cycle time and position within the section had an effect on the EDA power of the mandatory cycles (P < 0.05). No significant interaction between effects of section and of position was discovered (P > 0.1). A separate analysis of the cycle times of the rhythmical EDA components revealed integer relationship with the respiratory cycle times. Thus, voluntary changes in the respiratory frequency can influence occurrence and cycle time of rhythmical EDA components in a way similar to sliding coordination in the sense of E. von Holst.